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Multi  paadss  aarre  excellennt  forr  aaddinng  thaat  ‘little  extrraa’’  to  ourr  mmussic  -  whetherr  by  prrovidinng  aa  ssimmple
crraassh  onn  the  drrummss,  aa  haarrp  glissssaanndo...  orr  aa  full  extrraa  paarrt  sspecificaally  rrecorrded  forr  the  piece.
New  Multi  paadss  caann  be  crreaated  ussinng  eitherr  MIDI  orr  Audio...    

Fun with Audio Multi Pads

I’ve  often  said  how  much  I  like  the  Multi  Pad  feature  -  to
the  point  where  I  wish  they’d  make  it  compulsory  for  all
electronic  keyboard  instruments  to  have  them.    It  can
be  so  useful  although  the  feature  is  often  overlooked.  

I don’t often give as much space to multi pads as I’d
like to in the magazine - chiefly because I’m aware that
this is one feature the keyboards don’t share with the
Clavinova digital pianos.  The Tyros, Genos and PSR
keyboards have hundreds of preset multi pads, built in
and ready to use.  But what do you do when you want,
for example, a specific sound effect that the instrument
doesn’t have in its multi pad library. 

Today I thought we’d have a bit of fun exploring audio
multi pads because, for some reason that I can’t
remember,  I was playing through an old book of
marching band music and came across ‘Entry of the
Gladiators’ or, as I always think of it, ‘the circus march’.
As I started to look through the multi pad library for
‘whizz’ and ‘bang’ sound effects, the sound of the
Swanee Whistle crept into my mind.  Do you remember
the voices of The Clangers in the kids’ tv show years
ago?  It’s the same sound you hear when the clown’s
trousers fall down.   Surprisingly, my Tyros5 didn’t have
one of those so I turned to the internet and, sure
enough, found quite a few - free to download.  

I’ll let you find your own - just put ‘slide whistle’ or
‘whizz’ into Google and you’ll come up with plenty.
The only problem is that nearly all are in the
compressed mp3 audio format which is quicker to
download.  Tyros5 doesn’t recognise this format for
use in multi pads so you may need to search for a file
converter to change the .mp3 files into .wav.  Again
Google Search will come to the rescue if you need it.

Once  you’ve  located  and  downloaded  the  files  you
want...  this  is  what  you  do.

Insert the USB stick
containing the audio file(s)
you’ve downloaded.

Then press the [SELECT] button in the MULTI PAD
CONTROL area of the panel (fig.1).

This opens the PRESET tab in the MULTI PAD window
(fig.2).  Then select AUDIO LINK at the bottom of the
screen.

Fig.1

Fig.2
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A message appears asking you to confirm that you want
to create an ‘Audio Link’ multipad (fig.3).  Choose OK.

A new bank of empty Audio Multi pads is created.
Select one of the four empty pads as the location for
your first audio sample (fig.4).

You’re now taken to the instrument’s Hard Drive WAVE
page - but, as we’re keeping it simple today, we’ll do
everything direct from the USB stick where you stored
your audio sample(s) - So select the USB tab instead.

Note: You will only see files on the WAVE page (fig.5) if
you have previously recorded audio tracks on your
keyboard.  Otherwise, this page will be empty.

When the USB window opens you’ll see the wav file(s)
that you downloaded (fig.6).

Select the audio file you want to link to the first multi
pad (fig.6) then press the [EXIT] button on the panel to
return to the AUDIO LINK MULTI PAD page where your
first audio file is shown in PAD 1 (fig.7).

If your audio samples are too loud you can adjust the
volume using the AUDIO LEVEL controls at the bottom
of the screen (fig.8). 

Fig.3
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Repeat the process from fig.4, if you need to, to add
further audio samples to multi pads 2, 3 and 4.  When
you’ve done all you need select SAVE from the right of
the screen to save the entire bank of multi pads (fig.9).

This should open the USB tab of the MULTI PAD
window.  If it doesn’t, select the USB tab manually
(fig.10). 

Now select SAVE again, this time from the bottom of
the screen (fig.11). 

A keypad is provided for you to give your new bank of
multi pads a name (replacing the existing name ‘New
Bank’).  I chose the name Swanee Whistle (fig.12).

Once you’ve entered the name select OK to confirm
and to save the multi pad bank to the USB stick.

Using the Audio Multi Pads in your performance

Because the audio .wav files are housed on the USB
stick the device must be plugged into the USB port
whenever you want to use the audio multi pads.

1 Set up the keyboard with the registration you want 
to use the audio sound effects with.  If you’re going 
to try the circus march, ‘Entry of the Gladiators’, 
you’ll find a setting in the Music Finder list - but, 
because I want to play it as a circus ‘screamer’, I 
prefer to use the AniFantasy Style with the Main 
Variation D and One Touch Setting 4 to get the 
biggest, brassiest, sound.  The tempo is just about 
perfect too at just under 130 bpm!

2 Now insert the USB stick and then press the 
[SELECT] button in the MULTI PAD CONTROL area 
of the panel.

3 Select the USB tab in the MULTI PAD window and 
select the multi pad bank named Swanee Whistle.

4 During your performance press the appropriate 
multi pad 1-4 to hear the audio sound effect it is 
linked to.

Can you transfer it all to the instrument’s hard
drive?

It is possible to transfer the audio samples and the
multi pad bank to your instrument’s hard drive but it
involves copying and pasting to transfer the audio files -
and I wanted to keep things as straightforward as
possible in this session.  So, that’s something to look
forward to another time. 
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